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Introducing ...
Our First Monthly
Newsletter
VP OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
KACIE "LEGΛCY" LUO

This is finally happening! Coming into the position
of Vice President of External Affairs, I had one goal
in mind. I wanted to be able to reach everybody in
an innovative fashion. After a lot of planning, I
finally decided to release newsletters. A one-stop
place for everybody to catch up with our chapter.
Whether you are a sister or just happened to
stumble upon this accidentally, I want you to be
able to feel like you are a part of our family.
This newsletter features a bunch of different
things. I wanted to take this opportunity to
officially introduce ourselves. It's been a crazy
journey, so come catch up with us!
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Chapter Advisor
Madison charters are open and collaborative!
They have the passion to learn from others
and share their knowledge. Any one of them
step into a room, they are engaging and
delightful to talk too. It has been an honor to
be their papa and now their chapter advisor.
Even though I am far away, their
communication and way of keeping me in the
loop always makes me feel as if I am right
there with them.
I look forward to Madison Chapter s diversity
in leadership to drive inclusive behaviors,
meaning foster a speak up culture allowing
them to harness the insight of innately
diverse members, thereby unlocking their
pioneering potential!
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Sister of The Month
Sister XTERIOIR has displayed our virtues
by the work she has done as Public
Relations Chair and Website Coordinator.
She is very punctual with time and keeps
everyone else on task too. Proving to
show her own passion in DPhiL by taking
in many responsibilities is what we call a
true Dedicated Female Leader. Not only
is she in DPhiL, but she is also apart of
HASA s Council! XTERIOR s hard work
and dedication to our chapter is greatly
appreciated.
'
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Alumni Spotlight
Maggie Yang
"Alaïa"
National Social Media
Manager

It was a very hard transition for me to go from a Charter, to a
Neo, to being an Alumna, all in the span of 6 months. I think
during that time it was difficult for me to pinpoint what really
drove me to be passionate about DPhiL. I had no purpose or
at least I thought so! Staying close to my Sisters helped
reignite my light for DPhiL. Even though I didn t have an
opportunity to be Active, their passion to uphold our Virtues
and impact others proved to me that my hopes and dreams
for DPhiL were possible. I love seeing how this Sisterhood
that we built affects others in different ways, all positive,
and how we are all different yet are able to overcome
obstacles and work together. My purpose for DPhiL was to
spread our Light and keep that Light going in hearts of
others. Seeing how much we ve come makes my heart full and
fuels my love for my Sorority, because I know there are so
many great things in store for us in the future!
Currently I am working full time bleh as an Early Head Start
Teacher for a program called Reach Dane! Even though I
loathe waking up early, the bright smiles and loving hugs I
receive from my kiddos every day make it worth it. I also
volunteer for DPhiL National Staff as the Social Media
Manager, so visit our National Instagram page and give me a
double tap!!
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AFLV & MIDYEAR
ANG "ARISING" LII

I had a wonderful experience at AFLV because of the various
educational sessions and networking opportunities that were
provided. I really appreciated how the conference was organized so
that many of the educational sessions were catered specifically
towards multicultural fraternities and sororities. This allowed for me
to know which sessions to attend that would let me bring back
specific information I learned or anything thought was interesting
back to my organization, and it also allowed me to feel more
personally connected to the educational session based off of my
own experience in a multicultural sorority. Overall, I am thankful for
the opportunity to learn more about what I can do to help my
organization.

KASHIA "XTERIOR" YANG

First, I want to give a huge thank you to the DPhiL Foundation for
awarding me a scholarship to attend AFLV. If it wasn't for them, I
would not have been able to attend this conference. This was my
first time going to AFLV, and during my time not only was I able to
meet new sisters, but I met many people from a variety of
organizations. There were many educational workshops that I was
able to attend to gain a better insight into how I could enhance my
leadership skills as well as bring back the knowledge I learned to my
chapter. AFLV was also DPhiL's midyear and I was able to meet and
reconnect with sisters from all of our chapters.

RENA "IMRÍE" LIU

AFLV was a conference that has allowed me to get to meet so many
Sisters and other organizations. It was a massive leadership
conference with over 3,000 people, so I always met new people.
There were booths to meet companies related to Greek life and, of
course, I had gotten many goodies. Each day was filled starting from
breakfast to dinner. AFLV lead so many educational blocks that it
was overwhelming to look at all the options! I think that the blocks
were very knowledgeable and professional, especially for our
chapter. I had learned a lot from each block and I do hope to assert
the ideas into our chapter accordingly. Since DPhiL's Midyear is held
at AFLV, there were about 50 Sisters or more who had attended! It
was so nice to meet new Sisters from all over and to socialize with
them at the end of the day. All in all, I think AFLV was a conference
worth going to.

Social w/Chi Sigma Tau Delta
Chapter
Nothing we love more than food but
food with great company! We had a
great time grabbing lunch at Soga with
the brothers of The Delta Chapter of Chi
Sigma Tau.

Recruitment Week: Resume
Workshop & DIY Lip Scrubs
We are honored to have our alumna
Sister "Alaïa" come in to discuss the do's
and don'ts of building a resume. We got
to follow this workshop with building our
own lip scrubs.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS
Delta Phi Lambda
Eta Chater's Stroll for Cause
Our sisters love road trips! We had such
an amazing time driving down to
Chicago for DePaul DPhiL's Stroll for
cause with some of the sisters of alpha
Kappa Delta Phi and the brothers of Chi
Sigma Tau.

Cookie Mix & Mental Health
Workshop w/Lambda Theta
Alpha Gamma Mu Chapter
It's always a good time when we work
with the sisters of Lambda Theta Alpha.
We had an amazing time discussing
mental health and destressing by
building some cookie mix jars.
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NEWSLETTER
We, the sisters of Madison Delta Phi Lambda would like to
thank you for all the constant love and support. We would not
be who we are now without the help of our community. This
newsletter is a way for us to better connect with our
community as well as a tribute to all of you.
Make sure to check in with us next month!
As always we welcome and appreciate any feedback or
questions you may have!
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